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The evolution of reproductive isolation following hybridization is a major obstacle that may limit the prevalence of hybrid speciation 
among specific groups of organisms. Here, we use a flea beetle system to offer a behavioral hypothesis for why there are so few 
examples of homoploid hybrid speciation among insects. Specifically, we examined cuticular hydrocarbon (CHC) mating signals and 
mate-choice decisions of Altica fragariae and A. viridicyanea to test whether the signals produced by hybrids cause prezygotic repro-
ductive isolation. Although hybrids of A. fragariae and A. viridicyanea had unique CHC profiles as compared to the parental species, 
mate-choice trials indicated that these differences were insufficient to prevent gene flow between hybrids and parental species. We 
found that mate-choice decisions and CHC signals were not correlated. Considering the ubiquity of CHC signaling molecules in insects, 
we propose that decoupling of CHC signals and mate choice may be a general mechanism limiting hybrid speciation in insects.
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INTRODUCTION
Hybridization is an important evolutionary force that can serve as 
a source of  adaptive genetic variation (e.g. Stebbins 1959; Arnold 
1997; Mallet 2005; Grant and Grant 2008; Hedrick 2013; Soltis 
et  al. 2014). Gene flow between divergent populations or species 
introduces new alleles that can produce a wider range of  pheno-
typic trait values than expressed in either parental population (e.g. 
Rieseberg et al. 1999; Dittrich-Reed and Fitzpatrick 2013; Goulet 
et  al. 2017). These phenotypes provide the raw material for evo-
lution and can allow hybrids to invade novel ecological niches or 
expand in range (e.g. Arnold 2004; Seehausen 2004; Gross and 
Rieseberg 2005; Hedrick 2013; Soltis et  al. 2014; Pfennig et  al. 
2016). Moreover, if  hybrids become reproductively isolated from 
their parental species, the process of  hybridization can also contrib-
ute directly to diversification via the formation of  hybrid species.

Hybrid speciation is particularly common among plants undergo-
ing speciation via whole genome duplication, but is comparatively 
rare in the absence of  polyploidy (Mallet 2007; Soltis and Soltis 
2009). For example, homoploid hybrid speciation events in which 

hybrid species instantaneously form without changes in ploidy level 
have only been fully documented in a handful of  study systems 
(reviewed by Schumer et al. 2014; Yakimowski and Rieseberg 2014; 
Lamichhaney et  al. 2018). Although a number of  studies suggest 
that hybrid speciation is likely to be an important evolutionary force 
(Mallet 2005; Mavárez and Linares 2008), the current evidence sug-
gests that the mechanisms leading to homoploid hybrid speciation 
are restrictive (Schumer et  al. 2014). For instance, a key obstacle 
of  hybrid speciation is that hybrids must become reproductively 
isolated from the parental species (Stebbins 1959; Coyne and Orr 
2004). This is a challenge because reproductive isolation must either 
be an outcome of  the hybridization event itself  or it must evolve in 
the face of  gene flow from co-occurring parental taxa. Furthermore, 
if  hybrids are intermediate to the parents, then the formation of  
reproductive barriers may be less likely as mating signals may over-
lap (Christophe and Baudoin 1998; Velthuis et al. 2005). As a con-
sequence, understanding how reproductive isolation is promoted or 
blocked in hybrids is critical to resolving the debate on the role of  
hybrid speciation in diversification.

One group of  organisms that may provide insightful clues about 
hybrid speciation is plant-feeding insects. Phytophagous insects are 
exceedingly species rich, and would seem to be strong candidates for 
diversification via hybrid speciation because they offer some of  the 
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best examples of  sympatric and parapatric speciation (e.g. Berlocher 
and Feder 2002; Bush and Butlin 2004). Furthermore, divergence in 
phytophagous insects is often associated with shifts in host-plant use 
in which host-associated differentiation creates host races or species 
that are specialized to feed on different plant species (e.g. Drés and 
Mallet 2002; Stireman et al. 2005; Matsubayashi et al. 2010). Given 
that many plant-feeding insects need to overcome mechanical and 
chemical plant defenses, secondary contact of  assortatively mating 
host races or sister species could lead to the formation of  hybrid pop-
ulations that differ in the ability to use the ancestral hosts and poten-
tially produce combinations of  traits that allow them to colonize new 
host-plant species (Schwarz et al. 2005; Schwarz et al. 2007). Indeed, 
many sibling insect species can hybridize, suggesting the potential 
for hybrid speciation as a mechanism of  diversification in phytopha-
gous insects (Helms Cahan and Keller 2003; Schwarz et  al. 2005; 
Scriber and Ording 2005; Gompert et al. 2006; Cáceres et al. 2009; 
Kunte et  al. 2011; Nice et  al. 2013). Although there are a number 
of  accounts of  hybridization between closely related insect species 
(Scriber 2011), there are only a few documented instances of  hybrid 
speciation in phytophagous insects (Schwarz et  al. 2005; Gompert 
et  al. 2006; Mavárez et  al. 2006; Schwarz et  al. 2007; Melo et  al. 
2009; Kunte et al. 2011; Nice et al. 2013; Schumer et al. 2014). This 
raises the question of  why hybrid speciation appears to be relatively 
rare among phytophagous insects despite the opportunity for hybrid-
ization, ecological divergence, and reproductive isolation.

A relatively unexplored hypothesis for the paucity of  hybrid spe-
ciation in insects is that mate choice of  hybrids and parental spe-
cies will dictate whether hybrid individuals become reproductively 
isolated. Although host-plant choice can impact mating decisions 
(e.g., Anderson et al. 2013; Anderson and Anton 2014; Otte et al. 
2016), other cues such as cuticular hydrocarbon (CHC) profiles 
will also play a significant role in mate choice (Coyne et al. 1994; 
Dietemann et  al. 2003; Peterson et  al. 2007; Kather and Martin 
2012; Zhang et al. 2014). CHCs are common signaling molecules 
used by a broad array of  insects to attract and identify conspe-
cific mates (Dietemann et al. 2003; Steiger et al. 2009; Kather and 
Martin 2012; Otte et al. 2016; Keppner et al. 2017). In addition to 
species identification, these chemicals are costly to make and thus 
may also serve as intraspecific signals of  an individual’s quality as 
a mate (e.g. Blows 2002; Ferveur 2005; Sorvari et  al. 2007; Van 
Homrigh et al. 2007; Izzo et al. 2010; Ingleby 2015). This signaling 
system is controlled by a large genetic network (Niehuis et al. 2011; 
Diao et al. 2016), suggesting that recombination during hybridiza-
tion may alter both CHC profile and mate choice. Recombination 
in hybrids may produce intermediate or transgressive phenotypes. 
Transgressive phenotypes are outside of  the range of  the pheno-
typic values of  either parental species, often caused by epistasis or 
additivity of  more than one gene (Dittrich-Reed and Fitzpatrick 
2013). If  hybrids exhibit intermediate chemical signals (e.g. Coyne 
et  al. 1994), this may increase the likelihood of  backcrosses with 
one or both parental species, and may block reproductive isolation 
of  hybrids and hybrid speciation. Alternatively, if  hybrids express a 
transgressive CHC phenotype, this may promote immediate repro-
ductive isolation of  hybrid individuals and act as a key first step 
in hybrid speciation. Because of  their prevalence as mating signals, 
CHCs are likely to serve as a general mechanism that promotes or 
breaks down prezygotic reproductive isolation of  hybrid insects.

A good system in which to examine how mating signals and mate 
choice are altered by hybridization is the species rich flea beetle 
genus Altica Geoff. (Insecta: Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae). Altica is a 
taxonomically challenging genus with about 235 valid species that 

use a wide range of  host plants (Reid and Beatson 2015). Speciation 
in this group is strongly tied to host-plant use (Laroche et al. 1996; 
Jenkins et al. 2009; Xue et al. 2014; Reid and Beatson 2015), and 
many closely related species co-occur sympatrically. There is also 
evidence of  interspecific hybridization between species, and hybrids 
can be easily generated in the lab (Xue et  al. 2009b; Xue et  al. 
2014; Xue et al. 2016a). Even these rare hybridization events could 
offer sufficient opportunity for hybrid speciation. For example, 
hybrid speciation has been demonstrated in Heliconius butterflies, 
and the rate of  hybridization in natural populations is rare, occur-
ring at about 0.05% (Mallet et al. 2007). Together, these ecological 
and life history traits in Altica set up conditions that would favor the 
formation of  hybrids and the opportunity for hybrid speciation.

In this study, we focus on 2 closely related Altica species that 
form natural hybrids in the field. Altica fragariae Nakane (hereafter 
“AF”) is an oligophagous species that primarily feeds on Duchesnea 
indica (Andrews) Focke and A. viridicyanea (Baly) (hereafter “AV”) is a 
monophagous species on Geranium nepalense (Sweet). AF and AV are 
distributed sympatrically across their range in eastern Asia and can 
also co-occur locally within sites. There is little phenological isola-
tion of  AF and AV as the timing of  emergence overlaps broadly 
between the species and both sexes mate several times throughout 
adulthood (Xue et al. 2014). These species are also highly special-
ized to their host plants, only feeding and ovipositing on their natal 
host even under no-choice laboratory conditions. This host specific-
ity limits mating opportunities between the species due to decreased 
encounter rates, coupled with strong behavioral isolation (Xue et al. 
2014). Sexual isolation between AF and AV appears to be predomi-
nantly determined by species-specific CHCs that allow males to dis-
criminate conspecific from heterospecific females (Xue et al. 2016a; 
Xue et al. 2016b), and CHC profiles are also sex and age specific, 
whereby male Altica beetles can use chemical cues to distinguish 
conspecific males and females and to distinguish sexually mature 
females from immature ones (Xue et al. 2016b).

In this system, males are the choosier sex and are the dominant 
partner controlling mate choice. Despite the presence of  prezygotic 
isolating barriers, interspecific gene flow has been detected with 
molecular markers, suggesting that occasional hybrids arise in the 
field (Xue et al. 2014). Since the 2 host plants are sympatric at many 
sites and grow within close proximity to one another, there is ample 
opportunity for interspecific encounters between AF and AV. These 
encounters could result in hybridization events as mating mistakes 
occur in laboratory mating trials. About 15% of  AF males mated 
with AV females in no choice tests and 2.3% of  AF males mated 
disassortatively when given a choice between conspecific and het-
erospecific females (Xue et  al. 2014). Furthermore, crosses can be 
generated in the laboratory indicating that postzygotic isolation is 
incomplete. For example, although crosses between AF females and 
AV males are inviable, the reciprocal cross generates viable F1 off-
spring and subsequent backcrosses are also viable (Xue et al. 2009a; 
Xue et al. 2009b; Xue et al. 2011). Interestingly, host-plant prefer-
ence breaks down in F1 offspring as F1 hybrids willingly feed on both 
of  the hosts of  the parental species (Xue et al. 2009a). Compared 
with parental species, F1 hybrids (AV♀×AF♂) possess a unique 
CHC profile (Xue et al. 2016a). Furthermore, the CHC profile and 
mating preference of  F1 males is affected by their larval feeding sub-
strate. The relative amount (i.e. percentage) of  CHCs is affected by 
feeding experience; hybrid males raised on one host plant preferred 
females with a matching profile. These results suggest that plasticity 
in CHC expression may have contributed to the original speciation 
process between the parental species (Xue et al. 2016a).
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Given the previous work showing assortative mating of  the spe-
cies (e.g. Xue et al. 2009b), we predicted that reproductive isolation 
is being directed by CHC-mediated mating preference. If  so, the 
CHC profiles of  hybrids could create a bridge between parental 
species by presenting chemical cues that are recognized by one or 
both parent species, or if  the CHC profiles are unique, this could 
offer a route to hybrid speciation. Because the F1 hybrid was pre-
viously shown to possess a unique CHC profile (Xue et al. 2016a), 
we expected to observe assortative mating of  parental species and 
hybrids. Our goals in this study were to expand on previous work 
by 1)  using gas chromatography to compare an expanded set of  
CHC profiles for the parental species, F1 hybrids, F2 hybrids, and 
several backcrosses. Previously, we have only examined the CHC 
profiles of  F1 hybrids, and by expanding the set of  hybrid crosses, 
we hoped to better understand the genetic basis of  this complex 
trait. 2)  We assessed mate choice decisions of  parental species 
and hybrids using a series of  2-choice mating trials. Although we 
know how interspecific and intraspecific variation contribute to 
mate choice in the parental species, we lack an understanding of  
the mate choice decisions of  hybrids. 3) We directly tested whether 
CHCs determine mate choice decisions of  parental species and 
hybrids by manipulating CHC profiles of  the beetles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Genetic lines

To create laboratory colonies of  beetles, approximately 30 overwin-
tered adults (~15 per sex) of  both AF and AV were collected in 
Mentougou (40.09°N, 115.95°E), Beijing, China, a representative 
sympatric population. We chose to focus our analysis on only one 
population due to space and time constraints, and past work sug-
gests that there is limited intraspecific variation in CHC profile. For 
example, comparisons of  CHC profiles of  2 populations show lit-
tle interpopulation variation in either AF or AV (Xue et al. 2016b; 
present study) and intraspecific variation is much smaller than 
the differences observed between the species (Xue et  al. 2016b). 
Furthermore, mating preference experiments suggest that both 
Altica species exhibit reliable interspecific assortative mating, sug-
gesting that low variation in these traits are unimportant for mate 
choice decisions (Xue et al. 2014; Xue et al. 2016a).

Initial lab colonies were started at approximately equal sex ratios. 
The 2 species were maintained separately in growth chambers held 
at 25  °C with 16:8  h light:dark and were fed fresh leaf  tissue of  
their natal host plants (AF: D. indica; AV: G. nepalense). Beetles were 
allowed to mate and lay eggs to generate stocks of  virgin AF and 
AV for subsequent crossing and mating experiments. More than 
2000 adult individuals per species were obtained for the subsequent 
experiments.

We mimicked field conditions to determine how beetles would 
respond to mates and CHC profiles under realistic conditions. 
This allowed us to assess mate choice decisions of  parental species 
and an array of  hybrids in an effort to explain patterns observed 
in the field. To accomplish this, we used virgin males and females 
from the first lab generation to create interspecific crosses and 
backcrosses. Because postmating isolation between AF and AV is 
incomplete and asymmetric, we were unable to use a completely 
balanced design. Crosses using AV as the female produce viable 
F1 progeny; however, AF females crossed with AV males produce 
eggs with extremely low survival (Xue et  al. 2009a; Xue et  al. 
2009b). Consequently, all F1 individuals tested in this study were 
derived from the AV♀×AF♂ cross. Production of  the hybrid F1 

individuals was accomplished by placing 5 AV females and 5 AF 
males in a glass jar (11.5  cm tall × 12  cm in diameter) with host 
tissue and allowing them to mate and lay eggs. To obtain suffi-
cient sample sizes, 6 sets of  crosses were conducted; this resulted 
in more than 1500 F1 adult individuals. We transferred the result-
ing eggs into Petri dishes (11.5 cm diameter) containing moistened 
filter paper. Upon hatching, the F1 larvae were transferred to new 
Petri dishes containing moistened filter paper and fresh leaf  mate-
rial of  G.  nepalense (Xue et  al. 2009a; Xue et  al. 2009b). We used 
G.  nepalense host-plant tissue to simulate field conditions. F1 larvae 
feed on G.  nepalense in the field because female AV will only ovi-
posit on G. nepalense (Xue et al. 2009a, 2009b). Since adult hybrids 
can and will eat both plant species, newly emerged hybrid adults 
were provided both G. nepalense and D. indica host tissue (Xue et al. 
2009a; Xue et al. 2009b). By allowing hybrids to feed on both host 
plants, we hoped to avoid missing potential extreme phenotypes. If  
the genes controlling survival segregated in the hybrid crosses, there 
could be death of  extreme phenotypes if  only one host-plant spe-
cies was offered.

Once the hybrid generation was established, we created a sec-
ond generation using the same methods as those for production of  
the F1. We created F2 (F1♀×F1♂) progeny as well as 3 backcrosses 
between the pure species and the F1 hybrids (BC1: AV♀×F1♂, 
BC2: AF♀×F1♂, and BC3: F1♀×AF♂). Due to the low hatching 
success of  the F1♀×AV♂ cross, we did not include this treatment 
in our experiments. These second generation crosses were provided 
fresh leaf  material of  both D. indica and G. nepalense. In the end, we 
collected more than 1000 adults of  both BC1 and F2 for the mating 
experiments and CHC analysis, and more than 100 adults of  both 
BC2 and BC3 for CHC analysis.

Chemical analysis of CHCs

Chemical analysis was used to compare the CHC profiles of  the 
pure species and all of  the first and second generation crosses. 
We obtained approximately 30 replicate CHC extracts from each 
of  the genetic lines by dipping single beetles in 40 μL hexane for 
15  min. Prepared extracts were placed into vial inserts (Agilent 
Technologies Inc.; 250 μL glass with polymer feet) and were then 
transferred to chromatography vials (Agilent Technologies Inc., 
screw cap vials, 1.5 mL) for gas chromatography-flame ionization 
detection (GC-FID) analysis (HP 7890 series). We used a HP5 col-
umn (30 m × 0.32 mm internal diameter × 0.25 mm film thickness, 
Agilent Technologies, Inc.) with helium (1.0 mL/min) as a carrier 
gas. The injector was set to 280 °C as we injected a 2-µL volume 
of  the sample. The oven temperature was set to 40 °C for 1 min, 
8 °C/min from 40 °C to 300 °C, then 20 °C/min to 320 °C. We 
used the GC-MS data from our previous studies of  these beetles 
to identify the individual compounds (Xue et al. 2016a; Xue et al. 
2016b) via integrative analysis of  their mass spectra (Nelson et al. 
1972; Doolittle et al. 1995; Pomonis et al. 1980) and the retention 
indices (Carlson et  al. 1998). We also ran a set of  reference com-
pounds to further confirm the identity of  the CHCs. An n-alkane 
(C6–C40) standard was injected to adjust the retention time. 
A blank hexane sample was also analyzed to test for potential con-
tamination of  samples.

From this analysis, we only retained the peaks that had a mean 
relative proportion of  more than one-half  percent in at least one of  
the groups being compared. Permutational multivariate analysis of  
variance (perMANOVA) was used to determine if  there were quan-
titative differences among the CHC profiles of  the different groups 
(Anderson 2001, 2005) using “genetic line” and “sex” as main effects. 
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We performed a set of  canonical discriminant analyses to determine 
whether genetic line and sex affected the CHC profiles. A previous 
study showed segregation of  feeding preferences in F2 individuals, 
such that some individuals preferred G.  nepalense, some individuals 
preferred D. indica, whereas others ate both plant species (Xue et al. 
2009a); thus, we examined whether there was a relationship between 
this divergence in feeding preference and CHC profiles. The quality 
of  the resulting classifications obtained by the discriminant function 
analyses were tested using the “leaving one-out cross validation” pro-
cedure as recommended by Efron (1983). Prior to analysis, the CHC 
peak area results were log-ratio transformed: zip = ln[Aip/g(Ap)], where 
Aip is the area of  peak i for beetle p, g(Ap) is the geometric mean of  all 
peaks for beetle p, and zip is the transformed area of  peak i for beetle 
p (Aitchison 1986; Geiselhardt et al. 2012). Because the logarithm is 
undefined for zero values, the value 0.01 was added to each relative 
peak area to uniformly apply the transformation across samples that 
lacked some compounds (Geiselhardt et al. 2009). The perMANOVA 
analyses were implemented in PAST version 3.14 (Hammer et  al. 
2001) and canonical discriminant analyses were implemented in 
SPSS 18.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).

Mating bioassays

Because mating behavior of  Altica is determined by males, we 
assessed the potential for behavioral isolation between hybrids and 
parental species using a series of  independent 2-choice mating 
experiments where males were allowed to choose between 2 part-
ners. Initially, we compared mate choice of  the pure parental spe-
cies and F1 hybrids; and based on these results, we inferred that F2 
hybrids and one backcross (BC1: AV♀ × F1♂) would be the most 
likely second generation hybrid produced in the field. Thus, we 
decided to focus on these second generation hybrids for additional 
mating trials (see Results). This approach allowed us to narrow 
the pool of  total combinations given the limited sample of  beetles 
produced in second generation crosses. Mating tests were carried 
out in a temperature-controlled room held at 25–27  °C under 
natural light conditions using sexually mature beetles (>10  days 
after eclosion). We constructed mating arenas using petri dishes 
(9.0 × 1.2 cm) lined with moistened filter paper. At the beginning 
of  the trial, a test male was placed in the center of  an arena con-
taining 2 living females. A mating was considered successful when 
the male inserted his aedeagus for longer than 5 min (c.f., Xue et al. 
2014). Males were given a choice of  2 females; one female was a 
pure AF or AV and the second was one of  the first or second gen-
eration crosses. To distinguish the females in the arena, we marked 
their elytra with enamel paint of  different colors (Wood et al. 1999; 
Xue et al. 2014). For each of  the mating bioassays, 70–120 repli-
cates were conducted. Mate choice and the number of  copulating 
pairs were recorded over a period of  3 h (c.f., Xue et al. 2014).

To test the role of  CHCs versus other mating cues in male mate 
choice, we conducted a second mating assay using dead females 
where we had exchanged their CHC profiles (c.f., Xue et al. 2016a; 
Xue et  al. 2016b). To reduce the number of  comparisons, we 
focused on 2 contrasts that were significant in the 2-choice mat-
ing trials: AV males selecting between AV females and F1 females 
and F1 males choosing between F1 and AF females. Before the tri-
als, we exchanged the CHCs of  females that were killed by freez-
ing at −30 °C for 20 min. Each female was individually dipped in 
40 µL hexane for 15 min to obtain the cuticular extracts, then the 
same female was subsequently submerged six times in 400 µL fresh 
hexane for 15 min to rinse off any remaining CHCs. Previous work 
has confirmed that this method creates beetles free of  cuticular 

chemical compounds (Xue et  al. 2016b). Once the females were 
washed, the beetles were submerged in the cuticular extracts of  the 
other female, allowing the solvent to evaporate in a chemical fume 
hood. The dead specimen was glued to a small piece of  triangular 
filter paper (length = 1 cm), and then placed on the wall of  a Petri 
dish (9.0 × 1.2 cm) containing moistened filter paper (c.f., Xue et al. 
2016a; Xue et al. 2016b)). Mating success was assessed as above.

Because each experiment involved different beetles and the 
experiments were conducted independently, we assessed male mate 
choice using chi-square (χ2) tests in SPSS 18.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY). 
To further assess the degree of  sexual isolation between parental 
species and hybrids, we also estimate the index of  sexual isolation 
(IPSI) (Rolán-Alvarez and Caballero 2000; Carvajal-Rodriguez and 
Rolan-Alvarez 2006) with JMATING 1.0.8. Value of  IPSI ranges 
from −1 to 1, where −1 indicates complete disassortative mating, 0 
is random mating, and 1 is complete assortative mating. Standard 
deviations and tests of  significance for total IPSI were obtained by 
bootstrapping with 10000 bootstrap iterations.

RESULTS
Chemical analysis of CHCs

Twenty-eight CHC compounds with a mean relative proportion 
greater than 0.5% in at least one treatment group were identi-
fied (Supplementary Table  S1). Two-way perMANOVA indi-
cated that the CHC profiles were significantly different among the 
crosses (F = 77.297, P < 0.001) and between the sexes (F = 20.965, 
P < 0.001). A series of  discriminant analyses based on the 28 com-
pounds were able to clearly separate AV and BC1 (Supplementary 
Figure S1), BC2 and BC3 (Supplementary Figure S2), females of  
the seven genetic lines (AF, AV, F1, F2, BC1, BC2, BC3; Figure 1), 
all 14 groups (genetic lines × sex; Supplementary Figure S3) and F2 
with different feeding preferences (Figure 2; Table 1).

Mating bioassays

The 2-choice mating tests where males were offered a choice 
between 2 living females showed that the AF and F1 hybrid males 
can distinguish between each others’ females (chi-square tests, F1: 
G = 14.286, P < 0.001; AF: G = 13.298, P < 0.001, Figure  3a; 
IPSI = 0.6229 ± 0.0897, P < 0.0001). A parallel test of  mate choice 
by AV and F1 males showed that AV males were also able to distin-
guish their own females from F1 females; however, the F1 hybrids 
mated at the same frequency with both types of  females when 
given these 2 mate choices (AV: G=27.129, P < 0.001; F1: G = 
1.089, P = 0.297, Figure 3b; IPSI = 0.5295 ± 0.0771, P < 0.0001). 
For the backcross to AV (BC1: AV♀×F1♂), we compared mate 
choice by BC1 males to pure AF or AV males. The results indi-
cated that the males of  BC1 and AF were able to distinguish each 
others’ females very well (BC1: G = 16.030, P < 0.001; AF: G = 
33.618, P < 0.001, Figure 3c; IPSI = 0.7496 ± 0.0720, P < 0.0001). 
In contrast, BC1 and AV males mated with both BC1 and AV 
females (BC1: G = 0.034, P = 0.853; AV: G = 3.500, P = 0.061, 
Figure  3d; IPSI  =  0.1462  ±  0.1165, P  =  0.2112). Similarly, the 
F2 males mated with females of  either parental species and F2 
hybrids (AF: G = 1.581, P = 0.209, Figure  3e; AV: G = 2.455, 
P = 0.117, Figure  3f), whereas the pure AV and AF males both 
avoided mating with F2 hybrids (AF: G = 18.778, P < 0.001, 
Figure  3e; AV: G = 29.121, P  <  0.001, Figure  3f). For compari-
sons of  F2 to AF and F2 to AV, the overall sexual isolation values 
were significant (F2-AF:IPSI = 0.3528 ± 0.0216, P = 0.0216; F2-AV: 
IPSI = 0.5310 ± 0.0954, P = 0.0002).
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The second round of  mating bioassays where males were pro-
vided with a choice of  2 females with exchanged CHCs con-
firmed the results of  the previous assay with live females. When we 
exchanged the CHCs of  AV and F1 females, males of  AV reversed 
their mate choice decision: they chose to mate with F1 females over 
their own (G = 10.000, P = 0.002; Figure 4a). Likewise, in the tri-
als allowing F1 males to choose between AF and F1 females, males 

mated more frequently with AF females when the CHCs were 
exchanged (G = 4.840, P = 0.028; Figure 4b).

DISCUSSION
Hybrid speciation is often posited as an important mechanism of  
speciation that may occur as a result of  the hybridization event or 
by subsequent evolutionary forces that create reproductively iso-
lated hybrid populations (Mallet 2005; Mavárez and Linares 2008). 
Although both of  these pathways are important, forming a pre-
dictive framework for hybrid speciation necessitates understanding 
how often these contrasting processes lead to hybrid species for-
mation. In particular, the question remains as to the rate at which 
hybridization itself  directly leads to reproductive isolation and spe-
ciation. There are currently only three examples from plants, one 
in birds, and one example in insects that have met this restrictive 
definition of  hybrid speciation (Schumer et al. 2014; Lamichhaney 
et al. 2018). The paucity of  examples among insects in particular 
is somewhat surprising since the opportunities for hybrid speci-
ation would seem to abound. For example, phytophagous insects 
possess life histories that favor divergence of  host races (e.g. Drés 
and Mallet 2002; Stireman et al. 2005; Matsubayashi et al. 2010) 
that in turn could subsequently hybridize and form hybrid species. 
The apparent rarity of  hybrid species among insects suggests that 
there may be common barriers to reproductive isolation of  hybrids. 
Here, we hypothesize that a decoupling of  chemical mating signals 
and associated mate choice decisions could be a key factor that lim-
its the prezygotic isolation of  hybrid species in insects.
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Figure 3
Mate choice decisions of  Altica fragariae (AF), A viridicyanea (AV) and the 
hybrid crosses in 2-choice mating tests. (a) AF (n  =  85, 47 mated) and 
F1 hybrid (AV♀×AF♂; n  =  94, 28 mated) males were allowed to choose 
between AF and F1 hybrid females; (b) AV (n  =  72, 31 mated) and F1 
hybrid (n = 120, 45 mated) males were allowed to choose between AV and 
F1 hybrid females; (c) AF (n = 80, 55 mated) and BC1 backcross (AV♀ × 
F1♂; n = 98, 33 mated) males were allowed to choose between AF and BC1 
females; (d) AV (n = 80, 56 mated) and BC1 backcross (AV♀ × F1♂; n = 70, 
29 mated) males were allowed to choose between AV and BC1 females; (e) 
AF (n = 73, 36 mated) and F2 hybrid (F1♀ × F1♂; n = 80, 31 mated) males 
were allowed to choose between AF and F2 hybrid females; (f) AV (n = 75, 
33 mated) and F2 hybrid (F1♀ × F1♂; n = 88, 33 mated) males were allowed 
to choose between AV and F2 hybrid females. Colors on bars represent male 
mating preference for females: green AF; gray AV; purple F1 hybrid; blue 
BC1; yellow F2. ***P < 0.001; ns is not significant.
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Figure 4
Mate choice as a function of  exchanged cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs) (a) 
males of  Altica viridicyanea (AV), (n = 87, 40 mated) were allowed to choose 
between AV and F1 hybrid females with exchanged CHCs. Gray bar: AV 
females with CHCs of  F1 hybrid females; purple bar: F1 hybrid females with 
CHCs of  AV females; (b) male F1 hybrids (n = 90, 25 mated) were allowed 
to choose between F1 hybrid and A.  fragariae (AF) females with exchanged 
CHCs. Green bar: AF females with CHCs of  F1 hybrids; purple bar: F1 
hybrid females with CHCs of  AF females. ***P < 0.001; *P < 0.05.

Table 1
Results of  the canonical discriminant analysis.

Comparison Wilks’s λ χ2 P
First canonical 
root

Second 
canonical 
root

Third canonical 
root

Correct classification 
by the original 
discriminant 
function

Correct classification 
by cross-validated cases

AV versus BC1 0.003 413.696 <0.001 70.8% 16.0% 13.2% 96.6% 89.8%
BC2 versus BC3 0.002 374.754 <0.001 72.0% 24.1% 3.9% 100% 88.2%
7 female lines 0.001 1098.990 <0.001 63.6% 22.9% 6.5% 83.3% 73.9%
14 genetic lines 0.00018 2476.463 <0.001 45.8% 24.9% 9.9% 77.6% 66.7%
F2 with different 
feeding preference

0.013 800.028 <0.001 54.9%, 21.6% 14.1% 93.1% 63.9%
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In insects, one of  the first steps required for hybrid speciation is 
divergence in the mating signals of  hybrids such that hybrids emit 
mating signals easily distinguished from pure species (Coyne and 
Orr 2004). Indeed, in Altica we found 28 CHC compounds that 
defined distinctive chemical signatures among the genetic lines 
(Supplementary Table  S1). There were significant differences in 
CHC profiles between the parental species and all classes of  hybrids, 
as well as between the sexes (Table 1). Females of  the parental spe-
cies were easily distinguished from one another by 4 unique com-
pounds found in A.  fragariae in addition to 8 additional compounds 
that had substantive differences in expression where they were pres-
ent at only trace levels (≤0.1%) in one of  the species. Each of  the 
hybrid classes formed distinct clusters that were significantly dif-
ferent from one another and from the pure species (Figure 1), and 
their profiles contained all 28 of  the CHCs and all of  these were 
expressed at levels greater than 0.1%. Together, the unique profiles 
of  the species and hybrids suggest that hybrids present signals that 
could favor assortative mating, yet the question remains whether 
these differences cause marked changes in mating behavior.

Although the chemical analysis shows that hybrid CHC 
phenotypes are distinct, the results from the mating trials suggest 
that the differences in CHC profiles are insufficient to result in 
positive assortative mating of  hybrids. We showed that while both 
parental species mated with conspecific partners over F1 hybrids, 
F1 males readily paired with A.  viridicyanea but not A.  fragariae 
(Figure 3a,b). In nature, F1 hybrids would develop on the maternal 
plant because A.  viridicyanea females only oviposit on the maternal 
plant, G.  nepalense, under choice and even no-choice laboratory 
conditions. As a consequence of  their host and mate preference, 
then, A. viridicyanea males would be unlikely to mate with F1 females 
whereas F1 males would mate with both F1 and A.  viridicyanea 
females. Due to these combined host-plant and mate preferences, 
we would predict that there is a low chance of  reproductive 
isolation of  hybrids in Altica. For reproductive isolation to occur, 
the F1 hybrids would have to develop on the paternal host-plant 
species with A.  fragariae. If  this were the case, we would predict 
positive assortative mating of  A.  fragariae and the hybrids. Because 
A.  fragariae males prefer A.  fragariae females over F1 hybrids and 
F1 males prefer to mate with F1 females, there would be strong 
reproductive isolation of  hybrids. However, due to the oviposition 
preference of  A.  viridicyanea females being strictly limited to 
G. napelense, reproductive isolation is unlikely to occur.

As has been shown previously (e.g. Coyne et al. 1994; Noor and 
Coyne 1996), we also observed an asymmetry in mating preference 
of  hybrids. Assuming that our laboratory experiments accurately 
reflect mate choice under field conditions, the results suggest that 
we should predict the formation of  F2 hybrids and F1 backcrosses 
with A.  viridicyanea females (BC1). To further examine how these 
expected crosses would behave, we conducted additional mat-
ing trials using these backcrosses (Figure 3c–f). This second set of  
experiments revealed a similar asymmetry in hybrid mate choice. 
BC1 and A.  fragariae mated assortatively (Figure 3c), whereas BC1 
and A. viridicyanea mated randomly (Figure 3d). In addition, the F2 
hybrids mated randomly, pairing with both the parental species 
and F2 females. In contrast, the pure species mated with conspe-
cific partners over F2 hybrids (Figure 3e–f). These combined mate-
choice results suggest the potential for ongoing gene flow between 
hybrids and parental species, making hybrid speciation an unlikely 
outcome of  the hybridization event. Instead, hybrid individuals 
may act as a bridge for gene flow between the parental species, pro-
viding a source of  adaptive genetic variation (Mallet 2007; Abbott 

et al. 2010; Abbott et al. 2013). One possible outcome is that selec-
tion may favor reproductive isolation of  the hybrids, but in Altica, 
it seems unlikely that reproductive isolation would occur from the 
hybridization event itself. Moreover, the results point to a defini-
tive role of  CHCs in mediating mate choice in both parental spe-
cies and hybrids. Past work in this system has shown that CHCs 
determine mate choice in A.  fragariae and A. viridicyanea (Xue et al. 
2016b), and here we show that this also extends to hybrids. Here we 
demonstrate that mate choice decisions reverse when we exchanged 
the CHCs between the parental species and F1 hybrid females 
(Figure 4), indicating that males are making mating decisions based 
on the chemical signatures presented on the cuticle of  females.

The chemical analysis also revealed interesting information 
about the genetics underlying CHC biosynthesis. For instance, the 
chemical profiles of  the F1 hybrids suggested a pattern of  codomi-
nant inheritance, similar to the patterns observed by Cáceres et al. 
(2009). The F1 hybrid profiles had all 28 compounds and these were 
found in similar quantities to one parental species or were interme-
diate to the parent phenotypes (Supplementary Table  S1). There 
was also some indication that maternal effects may play a role in 
determining CHC biosynthesis. For example, there was a signifi-
cant difference in CHCs between the reciprocal BC2 and BC3 
crosses between A.  fragariae and the F1 hybrids. Because these bee-
tles have similar host-plant feeding preferences (Xue et al. 2009b), 
the differences in CHC phenotypes are unlikely to be driven by 
changes in larval or adult substrate. Feeding preference, however, 
may have affected the CHC profiles in F2 offspring. Canonical dis-
criminant function analyses of  F2 individuals showed a correlation 
between feeding preference and CHC profile (Table 1). This corre-
lation could be an outcome of  plasticity in CHCs caused by feed-
ing experience (Geiselhardt et al. 2012; Stojković et al. 2014; Xue 
et al. 2016a) or linkage of  genes controlling feeding preference and 
CHC biosynthesis. Unfortunately, it is difficult to distinguish these 
hypotheses given the current data. Interestingly, the differences 
in the CHC profiles among the feeding groups in the F2 hybrids 
(Figure 2) were of  smaller magnitude than the differences observed 
between parents and F1 hybrids (Figure 1).

If  codominant inheritance is common for CHC biosynthesis 
genes, then we would predict that mating signals of  hybrid insects 
may often combine characteristics of  both parental species. In 
some cases, hybrids may be unattractive to either parental species if  
their mating signals are intermediate or divergent (e.g. El-Shehaby 
et al. 2011; Segura et al. 2011), and this could cause reproductive 
isolation upon hybrid formation. Alternatively, an intermediate 
blend may make hybrids appealing to one or both parental spe-
cies (e.g., Vander Meer and Lofgren 1985; Coyne et  al. 1994). In 
the present study, the results suggest that hybrids were generally 
unattractive to the parental species, but this was not absolute. For 
example, male A. viridicyanea mated randomly when offered a choice 
between conspecific and BC1 females (Figure 3d), despite the differ-
ences observed in CHC profiles between these groups. Conversely, 
hybrids mated readily with the parental species as well as with other 
hybrids suggesting that there would be little prezygotic isolation. 
Because we detected all 28 compounds in each class of  hybrids, the 
results indicate that mate choice in Altica is likely dosage dependent. 
Since the matings involving parental species did not strictly occur 
between conspecifics, hybrids are unlikely to become reproductively 
isolated without the evolution of  strong reinforcement mechanisms.

Surprisingly, there are relatively few studies that have examined the 
CHC profiles of  hybrid insects along with mating preference, so we 
have limited information on how this signaling mechanism promotes 
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or inhibits the speciation process. Studies have demonstrated that 
sometimes CHCs do not determine mating preference of  hybrids 
(Noor and Coyne 1996). There can also be an asymmetry in mating 
success where hybrids are more successful mating with one parental 
species (Coyne et al. 1994; Noor and Coyne 1996; Pike et al. 2003) 
or hybrids mate with both parent species, but at an intermediate level 
to pure species pairings of  conspecific versus heterospecific combina-
tions (Liimatainen and Jallon 2007). Frequency of  mating has also 
been shown to be connected to the blend of  CHCs presented by 
hybrid individuals (Blows and Allan 1998; Liimatainen and Jallon 
2007). Much of  this work is restricted to Drosophila hybrids, and gen-
erally uses no-choice mating tests which are less informative about 
how hybrids might behave in the field when given an opportunity to 
select among mates. For these reasons, we feel that the present study 
adds an important advance in testing hybrid mating preference.

Together, the results suggest that decoupling of  CHC mating 
signals and mating decisions based on these chemical signatures 
might make hybrid species formation restrictive in Altica, and 
we propose that this is a viable hypothesis for other species that 
employ CHCs as mating signals. Because CHCs are a dominant 
form of  mate recognition and signaling that have been described 
in at least 7 insect orders (e.g. Peschke 1987; Jurenka et al. 1989; 
Blows and Allan 1998; Fukaya et  al. 2000; Howard et  al. 2003; 
Peterson et al. 2007; Geiselhardt et al. 2009, 2012; Silk et al. 2009; 
Ruther et  al. 2011; Olaniran et  al. 2013; Schwander et  al. 2013; 
Simmons et  al. 2014), segregation of  the genes underlying CHC 
biosynthesis and preference for these chemicals may ultimately 
limit when hybridization causes reproductive isolation. Thus far, 
only the genetic and behavioral evidence for Heliconius butterflies 
and Darwin’s finches convincingly demonstrates that hybrids are 
reproductively isolated from the parental species and that hybrid-
ization itself  is the cause of  reproductive isolation (Schumer et al. 
2014; Lamichhaney et al. 2018). In Heliconius, hybrids have unique 
wing patterns that are used in mate choice, and hybrids have 
strong preferences to mate with butterflies bearing wing patterns 
that match their own (Mavárez et al. 2006; Melo et al. 2009). In 
Darwin’s finches, hybrids were immediately reproductively isolated 
due to divergence in morphology and song that form the basis 
for mating decisions (Lamichhaney et al. 2018). For both of  these 
examples, hybridization is directly linked to assortative mating and 
there is a tie between mate attraction signals and mate choice deci-
sions. Although chemically mediated mating systems could also 
have strong linkages between an individual’s phenotype and choice 
in mates (“self-referent phenotype matching”) as has been shown 
in noninsect animals and birds (Hauber and Sherman 2001) and 
has been proposed in insects (Geiselhardt et al. 2012; Weddle et al. 
2013), our results instead point to a decoupling of  CHC mating 
signals and mate choice. This decoupling may foster backcrossing 
rather than reproductive isolation of  hybrids.
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